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ABSTRACT

The divine council in the Hebrew Bible is a symbolic ruling body consisting of
God as the supreme monarch and various supernatural attendants.
According to Patrick Miller, the divine council is one of the central
cosmological symbols in the Hebrew Bible.  That is, it is one of the BibleÕs
ways of describing how God maintains order in the the Creation.  Working
through innumerable hosts of angelic servants, God creates and rules the
physical universe, as well as the world of men.

In his position as head of the council, God holds three primary offices:
King, Judge, and Warrior.  He is absolute ruler over all.  He makes judicial
decisions about the activities of its occupants.  And he initiates punitive
actions against those forces (divine or human) which cause chaos and disorder
(i.e. sin), in order to restore tsedaqah (righteousness) and shalom (wholeness,
peace).  His obedient angels serve him in each of his corresponding offices.  In
his royal throne-room, they praise their King and act as his official
counsellors, courtiers, and messengers.  As members of the court, they act as
witnesses, investigating detectives, bailiffs, and perhaps fellow judges.  As
members of the WarriorÕs vast army, they wage war on evil beings.

The existence of the divine council is witnessed to by various literary
genres of the Hebrew Bible.  It is mentioned in historical, narrative and poetic
passages, prophetic visions, Temple liturgy, apocalyptic visions.  It also
transcends the historical time-line, from the earliest primeval history to the
final eschatological frontier.  The concept and imagery of the divine council is
thus woven throughout the pages of the Hebrew Bible.

In the Hebrew Bible, a few select men gain access to the divine council.
These visitors are the prophets.  During their visionary entry into working
sessions of the royal throneroom, they overhear what the King and his
counsellors decide to do regarding specific human situations.  Such visits or
Òthrone visionsÓ are for the purpose of giving the prophet a message to
announce to his people.  The visions also authenticate the messenger, because
he alone Òhas stood in the council of YHVHÓ (Jer 23:18).  The throne visions
became a kind of Òtheological genreÓ through which the visionaries/writers
conveyed their convictions about the status of a particular agent of divine
redemption.  These agents, when once seen in the heavenly throneroom (if not
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seated on the throne by God himself), demand attention from the community
of believing Israel.

In the canonical throne visions, we read descriptions of specific agents
at the center of council sessions.  The high priest Joshua is inaugurated as
authority over the post-Exilic Restoration Community.  He is opposed by a
prosecuting attorney named Òthe adversaryÓ (ïËèËrÌä) and defended by YHVHÕs
personal angel or representative (_ËàÙìÌnÌä).  And in the last throne vision, a
mysterious being with human form (ÖËðÛà øÌa) receives authority from God to

rule the world.
Does this important cosmological symbolic concept and imagery

continue to be important among post-biblical Jews?
The central concern of this paper is to show that divine councils were

common in the ANE prior to IsraelÕs historical emergence; to sketch out the
basic elements and evidences of the divine council in the Hebrew Bible and
show the unique features in the relation to foreign pantheons; to analyze the
use of those elements with the throne visions or working sessions of the
council; and to suggest that the concept imagery and concept continued into
post-biblical (Early) Judaism, including the New Testament.
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INTRODUCTION

Emphasis on the monotheism of the Hebrew Bible has often diverted
attention away from the existence of the divine council, even though its
concept and imagery pervade the Bible.  This council may be defined as a
symbolic ruling body consisting of God as the supreme monarch with an
assembly of supernatural servants gathered around his heavenly throne.
References to GodÕs royal throneroom and his entourage occur in every portion
and most literary genres of the Bible.  In the Law, the Prophets, and the
Writings; in narrative and prophetic, historical and poetic, liturgical, wisdom,
and visionary materials; from the primeval moments of creation to the
eschatological arrival of GodÕs co-regent and kingdom, the äåäé ãÇñ (Òcouncil of

YHVHÓ) is a widespread, continual feature of Israelite faith.1  The Most High
God administers his kingdom through an assembly, council, or army of
divinely-appointed agents.  The overall biblical testimony leads us to conclude
that strict monotheism is alien to the Hebrew Bible:  YHVH is indeed unique
(ãçà, Deut. 6:4), but he is not alone.

While some scholars think that the concept of a heavenly assembly was
Òa literary fictionÓ used to dramatize how God thought and worked (on the
analogy of a human king surrounded by his courtiers),2 others deny that it was
merely a literary construct.  For example, H. Wheeler Robinson is convinced
that the concept was a ÒrealÓ (as opposed to literary) component of Hebrew
thought.  He says it provided a valuable Òcosmic backgroundÓ to human life
which helped to Òmaintain a living relation to God.Ó3  Similarly, Patrick Miller
calls the imagery of the divine council Òone of the central cosmological symbols
of the Old Testament.Ó4  That is, it provided a model of how God operated the
universe and accomplished his purposes for and through Israel and all
humankind.

How did Israel know about the existence of this council in heaven?
According to the Bible, prophets were granted access into GodÕs throneroom

1  Biblical examples for each of these categories may be found on pp. 26-27.

2  E. g., D. Neiman, ÒCouncil, Heavenly,Ó IDBSup 188.

3  H. W. Robinson, ÒThe Council of Yahweh,Ó JTS  45 (1944) 157.

4  P. D. Miller, ÒCosmology and World Order in the Old Testament:  The Divine
Council as Cosmic-Political Symbol,Ó Hor 9 (1987): 54.
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through visions, where they audited the proceedings, then reported to the
people.  Gerald Cooke sees this activity as an important verification that the
council was part of Òthe living pattern of Israelite faith.Ó  Since having access
to the heavenly council was the main criterion for determining the legitimacy
of a true prophet, no borrowed literary figure or metaphorical imagery would
have been accorded such a central place in so critical an issue to IsraelÕs
religious identity.5  Six of these prophetic visits to the throneroom are
mentioned in the Bible.  These so-called Òthrone visionsÓ are, in effect, brief
descriptions of working sessions of YHVHÕs council.  In them we get a glimpse
at GodÕs concerns and means of exercising his authority over the world.

The concept and imagery of divine councils also belonged to the common
thought world of ancient Near Eastern mythology.  Pantheons are found in
literature and inscriptions as early as the 3d millennium BCE in Sumer and
Egypt and the 2d millennium in Mesopotamia and Ugarit.  These
congregations of gods are similar to IsraelÕs council structure.  Surprisingly,
Israel also affirmed that YHVHÕs throneroom contained a congregation of
elohim (gods, divine beings) or beney elohim (sons of God/gods), in spite of her
insistent adherence to the belief that YHVH alone was true God.  This belief
posed a not-so-subtle threat to her monotheism, yet she tenaciously retained
the council concept throughout the canonical writings.  A small strand such as
this woven throughout Israelite faith warrants thorough analysis.  

Almost all the scholarly work on the divine council in the Hebrew Bible
is recent.  While pre-20th century commentators would discuss passages that
referred to angelic beings or to GodÕs throne, none produced a complete study
on the subject.  With the discoveries of the Ugaritic tablets from Ras Shamra
beginning in 1928, critical interest accelerated.  These tablets contain
Canaanite mythological poems about the heavenly assembly of the high god
El and the exploits of his children Baal, Yam, Mot, and Anat.  Similarities
with the biblical council of YHVH became evident, and many scholars were
quick to say that Israel borrowed her conception from the native Canaanites.
William F. Albright said, however, that Israel ÒdemythologizedÓ any pagan
ideas she embraced, in light of her monotheistic devotion to YHVH.6

5  G. Cooke, ÒThe Sons of (the) God(s),Ó ZAW  76 (1964): 45.

6  Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan: A Historical Analysis of Two Contrasting Faiths
(Garden City: Doubleday, 1968). 193.
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Metaphorically speaking, she stripped the foreign gods of power and made
them serve in YHVHÕs court as mere angels.  G. Ernest Wright argued that
although Israel did not deny the existence of the gods worshiped by other
peoples (henotheism), she affirmed that compared with YHVH theses deities
lacked power to do anything;7 they were Òno godsÓ (Deut 32:17).  According to
Wright, Psalm 82 emphasizes that any being, authority or power that these
deities have all derive from YHVH, and it clearly devalues all powers other
than his.  Even though theologically dangerous, the Divine Assembly of YHVH
argues in favor of the uniqueness of IsraelÕs faith because it is so radically
different from pagan assemblies.8

Recent research on the divine assembly has concentrated on two
general areas.  The first concerns the presence and activities of prophets
within the council.  Nearly all recent studies on Israelite prophets recognize
the importance of this experience in validating the messengerÕs office as well
as for clarifying the source of his word to the people.9  The second area of study
concerns the parallels with Canaanite and other ANE mythologies.  Scholars
from the early ÒAlbright SchoolÓ (W. F. Albright, G. E. Wright, J. Bright)
contrasted the uniqueness of IsraelÕs religion over against foreign beliefs.10

More recent scholars, however, have returned to previous critical German
views that the similarities between Israel and her neighbors outnumber the
contrasts.11  This latter view is probably the most common among scholars

7  G. E. Wright, The Old Testament Against its Environment (Chicago: Henry Regnery,
1950), 39.

8  Ibid., 36-37.

9  E.g., see E. C. Kingsbury, ÒThe Prophets and the Council of Yahweh,Ó JBL 83
(1964): 279-86; M. E. Polley, ÒHebrew Prophecy Within the Council of Yahweh, Examined in
its Ancient Near Eastern Setting,Ó in Scripture in Context (Essays on the Comparative
Method) (ed. C. Evans, W. Hallo, J. White; Pittsburgh Theological Monographs 34;
Pittsburgh: Pickwick Press, 1980), 141-56.

10  Note the key words in the titles of AlbrightÕs and WrightÕs books: Two
Contrasting Faiths and The Old Testament Against its Environment.

11  For examples of this perspective, see F. M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew
Epic: Essays in the History of the Religion of Israel (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1973)
and E. T. Mullen, The Assembly of the Gods: The Divine Council in Canaanite and Early
Hebrew Literature (HSM 24; Chico: Scholars Press, 1986).
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today.12  Patrick Miller has opened important new dimensions on the subject
by focusing on the theological implications of the biblical council concept.  For
example, he demonstrates its usefulness for interpreting Genesis 1-11 and for
explaining GodÕs three roles as King, Judge, and Warrior.13  Most scholars are
agreed, however, that the biblical council contains two major distinctives:  (1)
YHVH alone is ÒGodÓ in the assembly.  He exercises kingship over a host, not
of competing peers, but of anonymous angelic servants; and (2) YHVH grants
human beings (the prophets) the privilege of access to council sessions where
they can hear Òthe word of the LORD.Ó

With all this, no one has issued a lengthy study restricted to the
elements and functions of the Hebrew divine council.  MullenÕs large work, The

Assembly of the Gods, focuses mainly on Ugaritic council materials, and does
not provide complete data on the biblical dimension.  Research on throne
visions is generally limited to specific commentaries on the books in which the
visions occur or to studies on certain pseudepigraphical and apocalyptic
works.  No complete study in English has been done on the Hebrew divine
council or on throne visions as a group.

This thesis will address these two areas of need.   Regarding the first
area, this paper will analyze the divine council in detail by surveying specific
texts evidencing the existence of GodÕs assembly.  It will list names of the
gatherings and the members, as well as allusions to heavenly court
proceedings.  It will summarize the various functions of the members.  It will
discuss the name ÒLORD of hosts,Ó a title which almost certainly describes
God as the head of angelic armies.  Finally, it will compare the Hebrew council
with foreign pantheons, but will only indirectly address the question of
monotheism.

Regarding the second neglected area, this paper will analyze the six
throne visions in the Hebrew Bible.  Since these visions are windows on
specific council sessions, they reveal more directly what goes on inside
YHVHÕs throneroom.  Particular attention will be given to determining their

12  In his recent work, M. S. Smith argues that Israel absorbed Canaanite
polytheism and only gradually developed monotheistic Yahwism (The Early History of God:
Yahweh and the Other Deities in Ancient Israel [San Francisco: Harper, 1990]).

13  See MillerÕs Genesis 1-11 (Studies in Structure & Theme) (JSOT Sup 8; Sheffield:
JSOT Press, 1978) and ÒThe Sovereignty of God,Ó in The Hermeneutical Quest (FS: J. L.
Mays; ed. D. G. Miller; Allison Park: Pickwick, 1986), 128-44.
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theological function(s) within the respective books.  This determination will
be made by analyzing (1) their literary and historical milieu, and (2) specific
details in the visions such as the divine names, the names of the council
members, the witnesses, and the actions of the council.  Finally, an effort will
be made to determine whether the visions as a group convey any uniform
theological message.

Beyond the biblical materials, another question arises:  If the council
concept was so vital to the theology of the Hebrew Bible, was it also
important in later post-biblical Jewish works?  No one has traced the council
concept as it flows out of the Hebrew Bible into Jewish literature of the
Second Temple Period.  Such a study would clearly be valuable for
understanding the development of Early Judaism.  Tracing the trajectories of
the concept and imagery is beyond the scope of this paper.14  Nevertheless, as
a basis for further study, the concluding chapter will briefly survey several
post-biblical documents in which imagery of the divine council and throne
visions occur.  The works will show that later generations of Jews did retain a
belief in GodÕs council and used the throne vision as a theological ÒstageÓ on
which to dramatize important heavenly messages.  Included in the category of
ÒJewish literatureÓ will be the New Testament.  The NT contains at least two
throne visions (Acts 7, Revelation 4-5), and numerous allusions to the
imagery of the heavenly council.  It appears that the NT writers had this
Hebrew imagery in mind when they described JesusÕ exalted status beside
God in the throneroom.  Since imagery conveys theology, this perspective could
be valuable for perceiving and articulating new theologies and christologies
derived from the Hebrew Bible.

Specifically, the first chapter of this paper will survey ancient Near
Eastern heavenly assemblies and visions of deity in order to provide a milieu
in which IsraelÕs faith found expression.  The second chapter will analyze the
various features of and evidence for the biblical divine council.  The third
chapter will analyze throne visions in the pre-Exilic works of Exodus 24, 1
Kings 22, and Isaiah 6.  The fourth chapter will discuss throne visions of the
Exilic and post-Exilic period.  These include Ezekiel 1 and 10 (considered as

14  Originally, I had hoped to carry this study into Jewish literature up to end of the
1st century CE.  The complexity and breadth of the materials made this goal impossible.
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part of one vision), Zechariah 3, and Daniel 7.  This chapter will include a brief
summary of what the throne visions convey theologically as separate units
and as a group.  The fifth and final chapter will cite representative passages
from Second Temple Period Jewish literature, including the New Testament,
and suggest trajectories for further study.

Ñ Paul B. Sumner

http://www.hebrew-streams.org/frontstuff/mechaber.html
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Chapter 1

Ancient Near Eastern Backgrounds

Divine Councils

History technically ÒbeganÓ when written records first documented events in
specific places in time.  This occurred in the early years of the third
millennium BCE.  The first tablets and inscriptions reveal already
sophisticated societies with technically advanced arts and sciences and
ambitious economic operations.  They also show highly developed polytheism
with complex pantheons and elaborate mythic stories describing how the gods
came into being and explaining the ÒwhyÓ of the human condition.  When the
Hebrew people emerged on the worldÕs historical stage they were Òlate-
comers.Ó15  They arrived in a world that already had a long history and well-
established religious ideas.  Divine assemblies were a common feature of all
the major ancient cultures with which the Israelites had contactÑ
Mesopotamia, Egypt, Canaan.  Paternal gods sitting in council with their
children, grandchildren, viziers, courtiers and numerous soldiers, was the
standard conception of the organization and function of the divine world.
These gods held council sessions to debate plans of action and to vote on
propositions, all to administer the cosmos.  The assembly edicts were then
executed by the appropriate member deities.   Human worshipers in the
ancient Near East usually allied themselves with one of the lesser, local
deities, believing that the High Gods were too busy to give them a hearing.
Although the names, rituals and myths might vary, the overall conception of
the heavenly world in the ANE was that a Òdivine governmentÓ existed.
Following are representative texts from the mid-3d millennium to the mid-
1st millennium BCE which document this common conception.

15  J. Bright, A History of Israel  (3d ed.; Philadelphia:  Westminster, 1981), 24.
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(1) Mesopotamia

Sumer

The wellspring of the Mesopotamian pantheon concept was Sumer.  The
Sumerian pantheon contained 3,000 to 4,000 deities.16  At first, it was
organized on the pattern of a country manor (lords and servants), but later as
a city assembly (lord-mayor and officials).17  Deities tended to be localized in
specific agricultural regions and capitals.  Local fishermen, herdsmen, or
marshmen all retained their own versions of the gods and expected certain
favors from their gods pertaining to their livelihoods.   Still, the localized
religious concepts were overshadowed by a belief in the very highest or
universal gods.  Ultimate authority in the cosmic state rested in the Great
Assembly.18

The god An (Òthe SkyÓ or ÒHeavenÓ) was the Father and King over the
assembly.  He and his three children were the four principal gods, who also
represented four fundamental cosmic elements.  Enlil (ÒLord WindÓ) stood for
heavenÕs dynamic energy and was symbolically present in storms.  He was
also administrator over the fertile earth.  His sister (and sometimes consort)
Ninhursaga was the Great Mother, the ÒLady Fashioner/PotterÓ or ÒLady of
(embryo) Form-givingÓ or ÒLady of the Stoney GroundÓ (where foothill animals
birthed).  The youngest brother was Enki, manager/lord (en) of the earth and
controller of the Òsweet watersÓ of the marshlands and the two major rivers
(Tigris and Euphrates) which contained earthÕs needed fertility powers.19  The
wife of father-god An, Ki (Òthe EarthÓ), was not prominent in the myths.

In some texts, AnÕs headship seems to have passed to his eldest son,
Enlil.  One hymn supposedly composed by a Sumerian king extols the
grandeur of Enlil, whose epithets include: Father, Lofty Bellwether of the
Universe, the Great Mountain, Shepherd and Herdsman.  When he Òseats

16  T. Jacobsen, ÒMesopotamian Gods and Pantheons,Ó in Toward the Image of
Tammuz and Other Essays on Mesopotamian History and Culture  (ed. W. L. Moran;
Cambridge:  Harvard Univ. Press, 1970), 21.

17  T. Jacobsen, The Treasures of Darkness:  A History of Mesopotamian Religion (New
Haven/London:  Yale Univ. Press, 1976) 81-84; Bright, History, 35.

18  Jacobsen, Treasures, 86-91.

19  See the detailed overview of these four gods in Jacobsen, Treasures, 95-116.
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himself broadly on the holy dais, on the lofty dais,Ó the earth-gods do
obeisance and the Anunnakis Òhumble themselvesÓ before their exalted god.20

The earthly king goes on to praise his heavenly mentor, adviser, and skillful
lord:

You, lord Enlil, who are lord, god, (and) king,
Who are the judge (and) decision-maker of the universe,
Your noble word is as weighty as heaven,
You know no opposition,
At your word, all the Anunna-gods are hushed.21

To what extent was the cosmic state reflected on the human level?  Sumer
apparently first governed its city-states by democratic assemblies of elders,
nobles, and priests.  In times of severe crisis, a warrior-king was appointed to
defend the people, then later excused when peace returned.22  Eventually, the
advent of continuous warfare demanded full-time monarchs; and by the 2d
millennium, the warrior-kings received permanent, divinely inspired
appointments to the throne.  Still, they ruled only with the support of the
earthly assembly.

Akkad

When the Semite Akkadians under Sargon I seized power from the Sumerians
in 2360 BCE, they adopted the Sumerian pantheon, albeit with modifications
(especially in nomenclature).23   The Akkadian high god was called Il, but
major interest seemed to fall on the divine triad of Shamash, Sin, and Ashtar
(ÒSun, Moon, and StarÓ).  As they were in Sumer, numerous city-gods and
lesser deities of thunder, rainstorm, and battle (usually goddesses) were also
worshiped.  The syncretistic Akkadians, however, so blurred their own original

20  ÒHymn to Enlil, the All-Beneficent,Ó in ANET, 573.

21  Ibid., 575.

22  Jacobsen, ÒEarly Political Development in Mesopotamia,Ó in Tammuz, esp. 137-
141; see also in same volume ÒPrimitive Democracy in Ancient Mesopotamia,Ó 157-170 (orig.
in JNES 2 [1943] 159-172).

23  The nature of the pre-Sargonic assembly of Akkad is Òvery largely unknown,Ó
according to Jacobsen (Tammuz, 34).
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religious views that historians are unable to decipher any unique council
concepts.

Evolution and Immutability in Mesopotamia

The 2d millennium saw the rise of two major powers:  Babylonia in the
southern river plains and Assyria in the mountains northwest along the
Tigris.  This political change resulted in further syncretism and mutations of
religious ideas.  Most of SumerÕs gods carried over, but two new ÒfacesÓ
appeared in the pantheons.  In Babylonia, Marduk became the city-god of
Babylon and the active head (ÒkingÓ) of the divine assembly.  In Assyria,
Ashur became city-god of the capital Ashur, and accrued the features of Enlil,
the Sumerian ÒLord WindÓ or ÒLord Storm.Ó24  The epic literature of this era
shows both evolution and immutability:   evolution in the makeup of the
council, and unchangeableness in the belief that a cosmic assembly existed
and remained a vital aspect of religious life.  A brief survey of three versions
of the Mesopotamian flood myth will demonstrate both these points.

In the fragmentary Old Babylonian myth The Story of Atrahasis (ca.
1600 BCE) are references to the four main deities (An, Enlil, Enki,
Ninhursaga) and their ÒAssemblyÓ of lesser gods, the Anunnaki and Igigi.25

The epic explains why the gods created man (to do manual work for them),
why they became enraged at man (their ÒnoiseÓ deprived Enlil of sleep), and
how they decided to send a flood to destroy them.  It also explains how some
men survived the flood-wrath (with the help of an assembly member):  Enki
comes to the man Atrahasis in a dream and tells him to Òbuild a boat, spurn
property and save life.Ó26  Enki tells him to make an ark (lit. ÒPreserver of
LifeÓ) strong with pitch.  The human obeys and loads the ark with animals
and birds.  At the appointed time, the storm god Adad roars and releases the
torrent, killing countless people.  Seeing the mass destruction, Enki is Òbeside
himselfÓ in grief:  ÒIn the assembly of the gods / How did I, with them,

24  Ibid., 35-36.

25  For translations see W. G. Lambert and A. R. Millard, Atra-hasis, the Babylonian
Story of the Flood (Oxford:  Clarendon Press, 1969), 89-101, and ANET, 104-06 (partial
text).  For excellent summary of the text see Jacobsen, Treasures, 116-121.

26  Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, 89.
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command total destruction?Ó27  EnkiÕs plan to save humans, however, is
successful: Atrahasis lives.  But Enlil is enraged: ÒAll we great Anunnaki /
Decided together on an oath. / Where did life escape? / How did man survive in
the destruction?Ó28  Enki then rises before the Great Gods to defend his
actionÑbut the text breaks off here.

In a Sumerian-language version of this myth, called The Eridu Genesis
(also ca. 1600 BCE), the Ògods of the universeÓ (An, Enlil, Enki, and
Ninhursaga) discuss destroying mankind by flood.29  After debate, the council
issues a ÒverdictÓ or Òcommand by the assemblyÓ that man is to be
extinguished.30  Earth-god Enki, however, takes it upon himself to convince the
priest/king/diviner Ziusudra to build a boat in order to endure the coming
deluge.  Enki then defends his subversion of the divine will before irate
members of the Ubshuukkinna or Great Assembly.  Under his persuasion, An
and Enlil drop their objections and even allow Ziusudra into the council
chamber and bestow on him the Òlasting breath of life,Ó which is Òlife like a
godÕs.Ó31

The Gilgamesh Epic (Tablet 11) contains the same general story-line,
but with alternate characters.32  In this 7th century Neo-Assyrian recension of
the 2d millennium Babylonian version, the divine assembly decides to flood
the city of Shuruppak on the Euphrates.  The god Ea (not Enki, as in previous
versions) reveals the high-level plan to Utnapishtim, the human city-lord,
then commands him to build a boat.  After the aborted attempt to wipe out
mankind, Enlil is furious, but Ea persuades him and the council to be kind to
Utnapishtim.  Eventually, they acquiesce and decide to confer immortality on
the man and his wife.  As a consequence, the couple becomes, in the words of

27  Ibid., 95.

28  Ibid., 101.

29  For the text and notes see ANET, 42-44; T. Jacobsen, ÒThe Eridu Genesis,Ó JBL
100 (1981): 513-529; A. Heidel, The Babylonian Genesis: The Story of the Creation (2d ed.;
Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 1954): 49-52; and Lambert and Millard, Atra-hasis, 138-72.

30  Jacobsen, ibid., 523.

31  Ibid., 525.

32  For the text see ANET, 93-97.
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Enlil, Òlike unto us godsÓ (ll. 191-194).33

It is clear from these three versions of an ancient flood epic that the
general configuration of the Mesopotamian divine assembly remained intact.
Even with the personnel changes in succeeding societies, the vision of a cosmic
government remained unaltered.  Important to our study of the Hebrew Bible
(setting aside the parallels with Noah) are the themes of a divine council
headed by a chief deity who decides the fates of human beings.

Babylonia.  The prologue to the Code of Hammurabi contains the
kingÕs description of his call to be BabylonÕs national ÒshepherdÓ (1728-1686
BCE).-  In the opening lines, he makes clear the heavenly source of the laws by
which he will rule.  In this text, we now encounter Marduk, BabylonÕs state-
god and leader of the cosmic assembly.

When lofty Anum [the sky god] king of the Anunnaki [lesser gods
attending Anum],

and Enlil [the storm god], lord of heaven and earth,
the determiner of the destinies of the land,
determined for Marduk, the first-born of Enki,
the Enlil functions over all mankind,
made him great among the Igigi [lesser gods attending Enlil],
called Babylon by its exalted name,
made it supreme in the world,
established for him in its midst an enduring kingship,
whose foundations are as firm as heaven and earthÑ
at that time Anum and Enlil named me
to promote the welfare of the people . . . 34

Here, we encounter the theme of a divine council calling a human king and
revealing a body of laws to him for his people.  On the surface, this is similar
to MosesÕ calling and the revelation on Mount Sinai.

In the Babylonian creation epic known as Enuma Elish (ca. 18-17th
cent. BCE), the activities of the pantheon are portrayed in great detail.35

Enuma Elish is partly a theogony explaining the origins of the gods, but its

33  ANET, 95.

34  ANET, 164.

35  For the text see ANET, 60-72, 501-03 and A. Heidel, Babylonian Genesis,
 7-48.
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main purpose is to tell how King Marduk (the ÒSon of the SunÓ) rose to power
by defeating the goddess Tiamat, her puppet-prince Kingu, and her eleven
monster-gods.36  Only parenthetically is the epic a creation story.  It mentions
the creation of Òsavage-manÓ  almost as a footnote.  The gods made him out of
the blood of slain rebel Kingu in order to be their house-boy so they could get
rest.37  (Humans did not believe the gods held them in high esteem.)  The epic
mostly glorifies warrior Marduk, who was elected king by Anum and a Great
Assembly consisting of Òfifty great gods,Ó Òseven gods of destiny,Ó the
ÒAnunnaki of heaven and earth,Ó and three hundred Igigi.

They erected for him a princely throne.
Facing his fathers, he sat down, presiding.
ÒThou art the most honored of the great gods,
Thy decree is unrivaled, thy command is Anu.
Thou, Marduk, art the most honored of the great gods.38

Among MardukÕs fifty throne names was the title ÒLugal-dimmerankiaÓ or
ÒKing of the gods of heaven and the underworld.Ó39   Well into the 1st
millennium (the time of IsraelÕs exile in Babylon), Enuma Elish was recited
annually on the fourth of Nisan at a New Year Festival commemorating
MardukÕs accession to the divine throne.40

(2) Egypt

When we turn to the Nile region, the picture of divine councils is far less
uniform.  Egyptian religion was not a monolithic entity, but slowly evolved
over three millennia in relative isolation from other cultures.41  The whole

36  ANET, 62-63, 66-67.

37  ANET, 68.

38  ANET, 66.

39  ANET, 69, 502.

40  ANET, 60.

41  Beginning in the great empire-building era of the 18th Dynasty (1552-1306),
Egypt met numerous Semitic deities and imported them.  None, however, were exported, as
archaeological evidence attests (IDB 2.65).
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region manifested diversity of belief, as well as diversity of geography.  There
were some thirty-nine gods and goddesses worshiped in scattered temples
throughout the empire.42  There were three types of gods:  (1) divinities of place

(e.g., Ptah of Memphis, Sobek of the Faiyum); (2) cosmic  or nature deities
(e.g., Re, the sun-god; Geb, the earth-god; Nut, goddess of the sky); and (3) gods
responsible for some function or aspect of life (e.g., Sekhmet, goddess of war
and disease; Bes, god of the household and childbirth; and MaÔat, goddess of
truth and justice).43  Because the deities were generally restricted to
particular locales or functions, and usually only one of them had ÒchiefÓ
status, the Egyptian religious system had the appearance of henotheism,
worship of one deity while not denying the existence of others.44  The texts
reveal that some organization existed among the gods, but manifest no
systematized theology of hierarchy.45

At least as early as the 6th Dynasty of the Old Kingdom we read about a
pantheon called the Ennead, or ÒThe Nine (gods).Ó46  Worshiped in the city of
Heliopolis, this group consisted of AtumÊ(Aten, Aton, Òthe AllÓ) and his self-
engendered children and grandchildren.47  At the city of Hermopolis, a
pantheon called the Ogdoad or ÒThe EightÓ was honored.  It was made up of

42  ISBE 4.101.  E. Hornung lists over 100 gods and goddesses in his ÒGlossary of
Gods,Ó in Conceptions of God in Ancient Egypt (The One and the Many) (tr. J. Baines; Ithaca:
Cornell Univ. Press, 1982), 274-84.  But there was considerable overlapping of offices and
attributes, as well as the use of two or more names for a deity, so any list is problematic.

The ÒmonotheisticÓ revolution of Pharaoh Amenophis IV (Akhenaten) in the 18th
Dynasty ÒAmarna PeriodÓ (1364-1347) was a short-lived effort to focus belief in the one sun-
god Aten (Aton). After Akh-en-AtenÕs death, his second son-in-law Tut-ank-Aten changed his
name back to Tut-ank-Amon, and returned to Thebes where Amon was worshiped.  IDB
2.62; ISBE 4.104.

43  IDB 2.57.

44  J. H. Walton, Ancient Israelite Literature in its Cultural Context (A Survey of
Parallels Between Biblical and Ancient Near Eastern Texts) (Library of Biblical Interpretation;
Grand Rapids:  Zondervan, 1989), 245.

45  ISBE 4.104.

46  The earliest apparent reference to the Ennead is from the Pepi I Pyramid Text
(2250-2000 BCE).  See M. Lichtheim, ed., Ancient Egyptian Literature [hereafter AEL]
(3 vols.; Berkeley:  Univ. of California Press, 1973-80), 1.45.

47  IDB 2.58.
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completely different deities headed by Nun and Naunet.48  The various texts
reveal ambiguity in the numerical constituency of these assemblies.49  Council
terminology was also fluid.50  Erik Hornung notes that the earliest (1st
Dynasty) name of an Egyptian pantheon is Ht, the ÒCorporation,Ó and the
pharaoh was the Òmost divine one of the Corporation.Ó51  However, the
designation ÒThe ThreeÓ (a father, mother, and child) was the simplest and
preferred way of expressing the concept of deity.  The term Ennead, Òthe Nine,Ó
was apparently an intensive plural (3 x 3), and the ÒTwo EnneadsÓ of the
Pyramid Texts to Seti I (6th Dyn.) signified an even more complete totality.52

Individual members of the Corporation were ÒGods,Ó ÒSpirits,Ó or
ÒLords.Ó  The head deity (whoever was worshiped as such) was Òthe All-Lord,Ó
ÒLord of MaÔat,Ó ÒLord of the gods,Ó or Òthe One God among the Ennead.Ó   They
assembled in the Ògreat council chamberÓ or Òthe Hall of Geb,Ó53  where they
engaged in various activities.  At times, the Council exercised its authority to
choose a new chief-god and give Òthe office to its lord, the kingship to its
rightful owner.Ó54  Afterwards, they feasted and adored the new god:

The Nine Gods adore him . . .
The ancestors rejoice to see him,
Those yonder are in awe of him . . .
The great Ennead praises him,
The small Ennead loves him.
The Ennead was jubilant:
ÒWelcome, Son of Osiris,
Horus, firm-hearted, justified,

48  ISBE 4.104.  For texts mentioning the Ogdoad, see AEL 2.122; 3.45; 3.72.

49  For example, in an inscription to Pharaoh Seti I, the ÒEnneadÓ actually had seven
gods, not nine.  In the Palermo Stone, it had ten deities; and at Thebes, it contained fifteen.

50  The heavenly Ennead could be called Òthe Council of Thirty,Ó or ÒHouse of Thirty,Ó
or Òthe Court,Ó or Òthe Council of MaÕatÓ (AEL 2.216, 1.155, 2.220, 2.84, respectively).

51  Hornung, Conceptions, 221.

52  See Hornung, ÒClassification and Articulation of the Pantheon,Ó in Conceptions,
217-223.

53  AEL 1.203, 155.

54  AEL 2.84.
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Son of Isis, heir of Osiris!Ó55

They also acted as judges: ÒThe Ennead found him guilty of his crimes.Ó56  And
they had power to wage holy war against a pharaohÕs enemies:  ÒAs for any
spells, any spells spoken against me / The gods shall rise up against them /
The entire Ennead, the entire Ennead!Ó57

Similar to those in Mesopotamia, the Egyptian pantheon members thus
acted as kings, judges, and warriors.  The adulterous intrigues and
theomachies seen in Mesopotamia, however, were not a common feature of the
Egyptian pantheons.  Rather, the godsÕ conduct was strictly regimented by
Ma(at , meaning right order, acceptable behavior, justice, or righteousness.58

Yet, with all their power, the ÒEgyptian gods are neither transcendent nor
eternal, unconditional, absolute.Ó59  They resided only in specific cities and
regions, having nothing much to do with the outside world (if there was one).

They were also quite mortal:  they were born and died.  How much the
Enneads reflected earthly Egyptian structures of government is unclear.
From the beginning, the pharaoh was a god, the divine principle of rule upon
earth, and he was called Horus, Son of Re or even Re the sun-god himself.60

As with neighboring kings of the time, the pharaoh had a ÒcabinetÓ of
trustworthy officials, a ÒgovernorÓ (chief executive officer) and Òpress-
secretaryÓ (speaker).  For special cases, he also called in his counsellors or
princes, those Òwho stand before him.Ó The ÒHoly HouseÓ also had guards and
courtiers, as any palace would.61  According to tradition, upon his death, the
king continued to rule in the next world and would need his court officials.
Consequently, during much of the Old Kingdom, servants were often buried in

55  AEL  2.82, 83, 84.

56  AEL 2.75; cf. 2.213, 220.

57  AEL 2.120.

58  ÒMa(at was the quality which man had to render to the king and which the king
had to render to the godsÓ (IDB 2. 60).

59  Hornung, 195.

60  IDB 2.59.

61  A. Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt (tr. H. M. Tirard; New York/London:  Benjamin
Bloom, orig. 1894, rpt. 1969), 68-75.
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mastaba tombs next to their masters (a practice eventually abandoned).62

Very little of this earthly organizational detail is mirrored in the heavenly
realm.

(3) Canaan

The cuneiform tablets from Ugarit share with Mesopotamian works a well-
organized divine assembly.  There is, however, in their description of the
divine world a new approach.  For present in the Ugaritic pantheon is an
intermingling of deities of West Semitic, Hurrian, and Mesopotamian origin.
In fact, so complex is the pluralism that some tablets contain rosters of whoÕs
who in the divine assembly.  According to Patrick Miller, the presence of these
comparative god lists shows a Òclear concern to systematize [the world of the
gods] and uncover its external as well as internal relationships.Ó  The effort
reflected a self-conscious human desire Òto order and understand those
relationships,Ó to make sense of the various bands of divine light.63  Ugarit
was a strategic hub of religious interaction from varying cultures, a Òpartial
prism for perceiving the spectrum of the religious world of the Middle and
Late Bronze Ages.Ó64   Ugarit is important to biblical studies because most
scholars believe that the religion presented in the tablets from Ras Shamra is
also the religion of the Canaanites with whom the tribes of Israel interacted
for centuries.65

Among the Ugaritic works of greatest interest is the Baal Cycle (or
ÒPoems About Baal and AnatÓ), an elaborate 14th century theogony

62  IDB 2.59.

63  P. D. Miller, ÒAspects of Religion at Ugarit,Ó in Ancient Israelite Religion (FS: F. M.
Cross; ed. P. D. Miller, P. D. Hanson, S. D. McBride; Philadelphia:  Fortress, 1987), 54.
The god lists attest to over 250 divine names, but only 28 formed the core of the pantheon
(IDBSup 930).

64  Miller, ibid.

65  For discussions of this subject, see J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan: The Ras
Shamra Texts and Their Relevance to the Old Testament (VTSup 5; Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1965);
W. F. Albright, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan: A Historical Analysis of Two Contrasting
Faiths (Garden City: Doubleday, 1968), esp chap. 3, 110-52; F. M. Cross, ÒThe Religion of
Canaan and the God of Israel,Ó in Canaanite Myth and Hebrew Epic (Essays in the History of
the Religion of Israel) (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1973), esp. 1-75; M. S. Smith, The
Early History of God: Yahweh and the Other Deities in Ancient Israel (San Francisco: Harper,
1990), esp. 1-24.
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describing how the fertility and storm-god Baal rose yearly from the grave and
rose to permanent power over Ugarit at the expense of his father El.66  Since
Canaanite religion was a fertility religion,  this myth attempted to deal with
the perennial problem of drought.  The Baal cycle explained natural
phenomena by teaching that the Storm/Rain/Fertility-God Baal is slain by his
brother Mot (ÒDeathÓ) every spring but returns to life every fall.  Thus it
taught that war in heaven had earthly consequences.  In addition to theogony
(origins of the gods), cosmogony (the establishment of order and rule in the
universe) was another concern of the epic.67

As in Mesopotamian texts, the Baal Cycle envisioned an organized
heaven in which the Puhru Mo idu  (Òthe Gathered AssemblyÓ)of holy ones met
in a ÒhouseÓ (temple), seated on Òthrones of princeship,Ó and ruled the
cosmos.68  Many of the minor members were he-lamb gods, ewe-lamb
goddesses, bull-gods, cow-goddesses, and even throne and chair-divinities,
while the major deities represented natural phenomena.69   The creator god El
was known as ÒFather ShunemÓ (Father of years), ÒPuissant Bull,Ó ÒBull El
Benign,Ó and ÒKing over the Assembly of Divine Beings.Ó70  His wife, Asherah
(Astarte, Ashtoreth), was the ÒProgenitress of the Gods.Ó71  Their most
notable sons included Yam (ÒSeaÓ), Mot (ÒDeathÓ), and Baal (ÒLord,
PossessorÓ).72  Yearly, Mot kills storm-god Baal, bringing drought and death.73

Baal remains interred in the netherworld until Maiden Anat, their warrior-

66  For texts of the Baal Cycle, see ANET, 129-142 and J. C. L. Gibson, Canaanite
Myth and Legends (2d ed.; Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1978).  For a discussion on the contest
between El and Baal, see U. Oldenburg, The Conflict Between El and Baal in Canaanite
Religion (Leiden:  E. J. Brill, 1969), esp. 101-142.

67  Miller, ÒAspects of the Religion at Ugarit,Ó 59.

68  For specific texts, see E. T. Mullen, Assembly of the Gods: The Divine Council in
Canaanite and Early Hebrew Literature (HSM 24; Chico: Scholars Press, 1980), 128-29.

69  ANET, 134.

70  E.g. ANET, 129, 232.  For studies on El, see J. J. M. Roberts, ÒEl,Ó IDBSup, 255-
58; F. M. Cross, ÒìÍà,Ó TDOT  (1977) ,1. 242-61.

71  ANET, 132.

72  On Baal, see M. J. Mulder, ÒìòaÓ TDOT 2.181-200.

73  ANET, 139, 141.
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sister, avenges his murder by slaughtering Mot and raising Baal.74

Other notable deities at Ugarit included Dagon (Dagan, Fish god; cf. Jud
16:23), Ilib (ÒGod of the FatherÓ), Hadd (Hadad, Storm god; perhaps = Baal; cf.
HB ÒBen-HadadÓ), Lotan (Sea-serpent; HB ÒLeviathanÓ), Resheph (God of
Pestilence; cf. Hab 3:5), Shapash (Shemesh, Sun god; cf. Josh 15:7), Shachar
(Dawn; cf. Isa 14:12), and Shalim (Dusk).  Regional and local deities were
common as well:  Chemosh (cf. Num 21:29), Melqart, Molech (cf. 2 Kgs 23:10).
Local town versions of Baal are reflected throughout the Bible (e.g., Baal-
Hermon, Baal-Judah, Baal-Peor, Baal-Zephon).75  The term Rp m (ÒRephaimÓ
in Isa 14:9; 26:14, 19) may also refer to minor Canaanite deities.76  The
pantheon also employed a necessary class of messenger deities, whom the
higher ranking gods dispatched as ÒembassiesÓ to other gods.77

Thus at Ugarit, the heavenly council was based on a hierarchy of divine
offices.78  According to Lowell Handy, this was typical of the Òtheological
construction of the divine realmÓ in all of Syria-Palestine.79  He further notes:
ÒThis vision of the divine realm reflects something actually understood by the

74  ANET, 140.

75  ISBE 4.96-98.

76  See discussions and pertinent texts in C. E. LÕHeureux, Rank Among the
Canaanite Gods (El, Ba al, and the Repha)im)  (HSM 21; Missoula:  Scholars Press, 1979) and
Mullen, Assembly of the Gods, 261-74.

77 See discussions in S. A. Meier, The Messenger in the Ancient Semitic World (HSM
45; Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), 124-28.

78  L. Handy, ÒDissenting Deities or Obedient Angels:  Divine Hierarchies in Ugarit
and the Bible,Ó Biblical Research 35 (1990): 18-35.

79  Ibid., 18.  Handy proposes that a four-tiered divine hierarchy existed in the
religion of Ugarit and elsewhere in Syria-Palestine.  On the executive level was El, the
Father god with superior wisdom and ability.  At his side on the same level, as some
believe, was the divine gebirah  or Queen Mother Asherah.  The two formed an
administrative team.  On the second tier were powerful Òpatron deities,Ó the managerial
stratum of the cosmos, the kings of their respective kingdoms  (cities, nations, natural
phenomena).  These included, Mot, Baal, and Yam.  On the third tier were the craft-gods,
the functional managers, the specialists.  On this level we find Kothar-wa-Hasis, a master-
builder and metalworker, and Shatiqatu, apparently a healer.  The bottom (fourth) tier was
occupied by minor messenger deities, the mlakm or angels.  Handy thinks the Judeans took
over this four-tier Canaanite hierarchy after they conquered Canaan, eliminated the two
middle tiers, and promoted a council consisting only of Yahweh as chief deity and his angelic
messengers.
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ancient authorsÓ (emphasis added).80   H. W. Robinson made a similar
observation about the ÒrealismÓ in the Hebrew descriptions of the heavenly
council.81  In the HB, however, only one deity ruled, and YHVHÕs messengers
were Òangels,Ó not lesser deities.

Summary

Non-Israelite literature shows that the concept of a cosmic government
visualized as a supreme council of gods (often with a head deity ruling over
subordinates) was widespread in ancient Near Eastern religions, from the 3d
to the 1st millennium.  Israel lived in contact with all these polytheistic
cultures. That she should also believe in some sort of heavenly council would
be no surprise.  Just how much Israel assimilated or borrowed from any of her
neighbors or host nations (Mesopotamia, Egypt, Canaan) is disputed.  Most
scholars today believe Canaan was the major source of IsraelÕs concepts of a
divine council.82  There is, however, much discussion on how and why Israel
may have borrowed.  Allusions to, or ÒreflectionsÓ of, pagan pantheons can be
found in the Hebrew Bible.  The function and purpose of these allusions is
another question.83

Visions of Deities

Ancient Near Eastern gods reportedly spoke to male and female prophets
through omens, oracles, visions, and dreams.  Evidence of prophetic activities
exist in all the major cultures.84  Among the earliest attestations are those

80  Ibid., 19.

81  H. W. Robinson, ÒThe Council of Yahweh,Ó JTS 45 (1944): 151.

82  Representative of current scholarship is MullenÕs conclusion:  ÒThere is no longer
any need to trace the Israelite concept of the council to Mesopotamian religion.  With the
exception of the phenomenon of the prophet as herald/courier of the council, the Israelite
view of the assembly agrees in every detail with that of the council of the gods seen in the
Ras Shamra texts.  We must conclude that the major source of influence upon the council
motif in early Hebrew literature comes from Canaan and not from Mesopotamia.  Yet the
parallels among the councils in all three cultures strongly suggest that the concept of the
council of the gods was a common motif in the ancient Near EastÓ (The Assembly of the Gods,
283-84).

83  See the discussion at end of chap. 2, pp. 43-45.

84 See J. Blenkinsopp,  A History of Prophecy in Israel  (Philadelphia: Westminster,
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from the city of Mari (in modern Iraq).85  Cuneiform tablets from the late 18th
century BCE during the Lim Dynasty describe at least three kinds of prophets
or ÒspeakersÓ:  (1) the answerer or oracle-giver (apilum/apiltu); (2) the singer
(assinnu): and (3) the ecstatic (muhhum/muhhutum).86  In addition, the baru,
a professionally trained expert, divined the heavenly will using various
techniques, including haruspexy (reading animal entrails).87

ÒIntuitive prophecyÓ also existed at Mari.  This was less academic,
more spontaneous and ecstatic.  Whatever their expertise, most Mari
prophets served within temples, usually dedicated to Ishtar. The vast
majority of messages they received from the gods were addressed to the
king.88  The court-prophet was in reality a two-way messenger between the
throneroom of the heavenly pantheon and that of the earthly monarch.
Although these prophets did not themselves enter heaven; they received their
messages from sub-deities sent by the assembly.89

We can see an example of this in the ÒBalaam TextÓ from Deir  Alla
(early 7th cent.).90  In a night-vision, Balaam, the Òseer of the gods,Ó beholds

S6addayin or messenger deities who come to him with an oracle from the

1983), 53-60; H. B. Huffmon, ÒProphecy in the ANE,Ó IDBSup  697-700; G. V. Smith,
ÒProphet,Ó ISBE 3.989-992; H. Ringgren, ÒProphecy in the ancient Near East,Ó in IsraelÕs
Prophetic Tradition  (ed. R. Coggins, A. Phillips, M. Knibb; Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.
Press, 1984), 1-11; M. Weinfeld,  ÒAncient Near Eastern Patterns in Prophetic Literature,Ó
VT  27 (1977), 178-95.

85  On Mari, see W. L. Moran, ÒNew Evidence from Mari on the History of Prophecy,Ó
Bib 50 (1969): 15-56; J. M. Sasson, ÒMari,Ó IDBSup 567-71.

86  Blenkinsopp, 56-57; IDBSup 698.

87  A. Malamat, ÒA Forerunner of Biblical Prophecy:  The Mari Documents,Ó in
Ancient Israelite Religion, 33-34.

88  Ibid., 34.  See also Blenkinsopp, 57.  Prophets are also closely associated with
kings in the Bible.  The difference in the HB, however, is that the prophetic message was not
always a word of assurance; and, in fact, it was often, as the Monarchy decreased in loyalty
to YHVH, a warning word of severe penalty.  The effort of Jezebel to wipe out YHVHÕs
prophetic schools in the 9th cent. marked the start of prophetic martyrdom.

89  In the 8th century ÒStele of Zkr,Ó King Zakir says: ÒBe Ôelshamayn spoke to me
through seers and through diviners.Ó  His seers urged Zakir to press on in the power of the
ÒLord of heavenÓ since the god had chosen him as king (ANET, 655).

90  J. Hackett, The Balaam Text from Deir ÔAlla (HSM 31; Chico:  Scholars Press,
1980), 29.  See also J. Hoftijzer and G. van der Kooij, ed., The Balaam Text from Deir  ÔAlla
Re-evaluated (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1991).
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assembly of El.  Their ÒmessageÓ is a symbolic description of a horrifying age
of reversals in the natural order in which hares eat wolves, hyenas are tamed,
and an unknown monarch dies (ÒYou will lie down on your eternal bed and
perish,Ó (II. 11).91  Balaam did not ascend to heaven to hear all this; the

S6addayin came to him.

Visions of the supreme god seemed to be reserved for the king.  In Egypt,
visions of the All-Lord were granted to some, if not all, pharaohs.  In the
Divine Nomination of Thut-Mose III (19th Dyn., 1490-1436 BCE), the divine
pharaoh gets re-confirmation of his status as king late in his reign.  While
worshiping in the temple of Amon, Thut-Mose envisions the glory-rays of the
sun-god, his father, who makes Òheaven and earth festive with his beauty.Ó
The enraptured king flies to heaven as a falcon where father Amon-Re opens
Òthe doors of heavenÓ and appears to his son in a Òmysterious form.Ó92

Similarly, the Sphinx Stela records how Thut-Mose IV experiences a noon-
dream while resting in the shadow of the Sphinx.  In the vision, his father-god,
Harmakhis-Khepri-Re-Atum, confirms him with the words:  ÒI shall give thee
my kingdom upon earth. . . .  Thine is the land in its length and its breadth,
that which the Eye of the All-Lord illumines.Ó93  In a Sumerian text,
Enmeduranki (the seventh king after the flood) was admitted to the divine
assembly and shown mysteries that included the tablets of heaven and the
techniques of divination.  This king was regarded as the founder of the baru

guild of diviners and the mediator of its methods.94

In the other cosmic direction, the Assyrian Prince Kumma descends to
the Nether world during a night vision.  There he sees the underworld vizier
Namtar, as well as demon sphinxes (kuribu) and fifteen composite deities
with animal heads and human hands and feet.95  Kumma also sees the

91  Interestingly, the book of Numbers mentions a Semitic prophet named Balaam
(chaps. 22-24), who Òhears the words of ElÓ and Òsees the visions of ShaddaiÓ (24:4, 16).

92  ANET, 446.

93  ANET, 449.

94  Cited by J. J. Collins, ÒThe Place of Apocalypticism in the Religion of Israel,Ó in
Ancient Israelite Religion, 542-43.  For the texts on Enmeduranki, see W. G. Lambert,
ÒEnmeduranki and Related Matters,Ó JCS 21 (1967): 126-38.

95  Cf. the forms of the living creatures and cherubim in Ezek 1 and 10.
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wrathful god Nergal on his royal throne, surrounded by the Anunnakis
Òstanding bowed in respect.Ó96  From this, we conclude that thronerooms
existed on high and far below.

Summary

The texts of the ANE show extensive prophetic activity centered around
temple sites or royal palaces, punctuated by visionary encounters with deities
and members of the heavenly assemblies.  The same general pattern exists in
Israel.  Visions of a heavenly throne and its Occupant also occur in the HB.
The visions are all given to prophets, who may also be priests in the
Jerusalem temple.  Instead of hearing the council ÒwordÓ from messenger
deities, the prophets enter the throneroom and hear the word themselves.97

The messages typically concern IsraelÕs kings, and occur at times when
kingship is in crisis or when a change of ruler occurs.  The throne visions,
however, are never the privilege of kings.98

Ñ Paul B. Sumner

96  ANET, 109-10.

97  This view must be reconciled with the various appearances of the ÒAngel of
YHVHÓ in the Torah and Former Prophets (e.g. Joshua and Judges), who appears and
delivers GodÕs messages to people.  Can he be considered a true ÒangelÓ (i.e. messenger) from
YHVH, or does he represent the very personality of YHVH himself?

98  SolomonÕs confirmation dream in 1 Kgs 3:5-15 does not record a vision of God on
his throne.  Cf. Ps 89:19-20a:  ÒThen you spoke in a vision to your faithful one, and said: ÔI
have set the crown on one who is mighty, I have exalted one chosen from the people.  I have
found my servant David.Ó  Perhaps this reference to a confirmation vision was actually given
to Nathan, DavidÕs prophet.  See discussion in H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (tr. H. C.
Oswald; Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989), 207-10.
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ABBREVIATIONS

AB Anchor Bible
AEL Ancient Egyptian Literature (3 vols., ed. M. Lichtheim)
ANE Ancient Near East
ANEP The Ancient Near East: An Anthology of Texts and Pictures
ANET Ancient Near Eastern Texts  (3d ed., 1969)
ANRW Aufstieg und Niedergang der R�mischen Welt
BASOR Bulletin of the American Schools of Oriental Research
BCE Before the Common Era
BDB Brown-Driver-Briggs, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old

Testament
BHS Biblia Hebraica Stuttgartensia
Bib Biblica
BKAT Biblischer Kommentar: Altes Testament
BZAW Beihefte zur Zeitschrift f�r die altestamentliche Wissenschaft
CBQ Catholic Biblical Quarterly
CE Common Era
CRINT Compendia Rerum Iudaicarum ad Novum Testamentum
EncJud Encyclopaedia Judaica (1971)
ExpTim Expository Times
FOTL Forms of Old Testament Literature
FS Festschrift
GKC Gesenius-Kautzsch-Cowley, GeseniusÕ Hebrew Grammar  (2d ed.)
HB Hebrew Bible
Hor Horizons in Biblical Theology
HSM Harvard Semitic Monographs
HSS Harvard Semitic Studies
HUCA Hebrew Union College Annual
IB Interpreters Bible
ICC International Critical Commentary
IDB Interpreters Dictionary of the Bible
IDBSup Interpreters Dictionary of the Bible, Supplementary Volume
Int Interpretation
ISBE International Standard Bible Encyclopedia  (rev. ed. 1979Ñ1988)
ITC International Theological Commentary
JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society
JBL Journal of Biblical Literature
JCS Journal of Cuneiform Studies
JETS Journal of the Evangelical Theological Society
JJS Journal of Jewish Studies
JNES Journal of Near Eastern Studies
JRS Journal of Religious Studies
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JSNT Journal for the Study of the New Testament
JSOT Journal for the Study of the Old Testament
JSP Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha
JSS Journal of Semitic Studies
JTS Journal of Theological Studies
KB Koehler-Baumgartner,  Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros

(1958)
LXX Septuagint
MT Masoretic Text
NERT Near Eastern Texts Relating to the Old Testament
NCB New Century Bible
NEB New English Bible
NICNT New International Commentary on the New Testament
NICOT New International Commentary on the Old Testament
NIV New International Version
NJV New Jewish Version  [Tanakh, Jewish Publication Society, 1985]
NRSV New Revised Standard Version
NTS New Testament Studies
OTL Old Testament Library
OTP Old Testament Pseudepigrapha (2 vols., ed. J. Charlesworth)
OTS Oudtestamentische Studi�n
ResQ Restoration Quarterly
RevQ Revue de Qumran
RSV Revised Standard Version
SBT Studia Biblica et Theologica
SJT Scottish Journal of Theology
SNTS Society for New Testament Studies
TDNT Theological Dictionary of the New Testament
TDOT Theological Dictionary of the Old Testament
VT Vetus Testamentum
VTSup Vetus Testamentum, Supplements
WBC Word Biblical Commentary
ZAW Zeitschrift f�r die altestamentliche Wissenschaft
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